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^^	^ Ulnrulp
che EIGHTEENTH CENTURY revelled in scandalous
tales of the private lives of the principal actors on the stage of
national life; and publishers and editors, diarists and letter writers,
vied with each other in pandering to the popular taste. A story
of Court life was always a tit-bit of scandal. The carryings-on
of George II with his fat German mistresses or the hints of an
affaire between a Dowager-Princess of Wales and a Bute were
given a disgusting prominence, which would no longer be toler-
ated even though they were true. The manufacturers of scandal,
therefore, were greatly put out when the Throne was occupied
by a prince as virtuous as George III, and after making a very
futile attempt to impugn his moral character they were driven
to poke fun at his simplicity of life, telling with great gusto how
he wore * woollies' which were knitted by his Queen, or how
carefully the affairs of the royal household were managed under
the King's personal supervision. But unfortunately there were
always plenty of tales to be told about the reckless way in which
his brothers and later his own sons passed their lives; and that
was some sort of compensation with these nasty-minded people
for the loss which they sustained in not being able to record the
amours and infidelities of their King.
George was the head of a family which somehow or other
was fated to throw discretion to the winds and defy the conven-
tions which every one professed to respect but which few seemed
to have obeyed in ' high society.' Naturally enough the carryings-
on of young princes would attract special attention on account of
their exalted rank; and consequently the wildest tales were
woven round incidents which were not outrageous for those
times. But the fact remains that George himself was grievously
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